Bioinformatic analysis of human CNS-expressed ion channels as candidates for episodic nervous system disorders.
As monogenic forms of episodic nervous system disorders are often caused by ion channel mutations, we looked for features of human central nervous system (CNS) expressed ion channels that further our understanding of those phenotypes. To this end, we compared human ion channels with other CNS-expressed genes, which we categorized according to the existence of transmembrane domains. When looking at the phylogenetic distribution of these genes, we observed an increased percentage of ion channels that exist in vertebrate genomes while missing in invertebrate genomes. Because we hypothesized that this pattern may relate to a more specific expression, we searched for characteristics of ion channels that indicate a tighter expression regulation. We found that ion channels have longer intron and protein sequences, features typical of genes with more specific expression. In addition, ion channels have increased human-rodent conservation around their transcription start site, as indicated by a higher fraction of conserved noncoding regions. This points to a high relevance of mutations that regulate ion channel expression. When we finally asked whether vertebrate-specific diversification is also displayed by non-ion channel genes with important roles in the CNS, we found a similar phylogenetic distribution. This concordant phylogenetic pattern suggests that vertebrate-specific adaptations may account for a large part of the shared genetic basis of episodic CNS disorders, including monogenic and genetically complex disease manifestations. Consequently, this phylogenetic pattern may contribute to the prioritization of candidate genes in human genetic studies of episodic CNS disorders.